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Name of the Activity

Theme

Organised by

Date and Duration

Participants

File Accession

Banner Designing

Green Delhi, Clean Delhi

R. D.P.S,

Respective Classrooms

November 14th,2018 (40 mins)

Class II (A-E)

Intra-Class Activities

Cleon Delhi oreen Delhi

:iilf:",i: _:'!fiOBJECTMSi
. To provide a platform to the students to exhjbit their talent.

. To instjll the importance of cleanljness in the daity life.

' To promote their aesthetic and cognitive skills.

. To maintain hygiene and learn the ill effects of dirty surroundings.

DESCRIPTION:

I lre obJFctr\ e of clcafirrg is not just to clean, but to fcel happiness living rvithin that

ettvironntelt."

-XIarie 
l{on.tlo

Ceanliness meansthat there is no dirt, no dust, no stains, no bad smellsretc. With the help of
cleanliness, we can keep our physical and mental health clean, which will make us feel good. lt also

brings good and posjtive thoughts in the mind which slows down the occurrence of diseases.
Keeping ;n mind the same, an activity 'Banner D3?,ir, was conducted in which students got an
opportunity to showcase their talent based on the theme ,,Green Delhi, Clean Delhi,,, prior to the
activity it was discussed that it is everybody's responsibility and one should keep the surroundings
clean and hygienic. students aiso participated in the discussion and shared various good habits that
can be adopted in the daily life to maintain cleanliness. students designed beautiful banners based
on the theme. They conveyed the message of creanriness beautifu|y. The best five banners were
awarded on the basis of culture, creativity, competence and constructivism. All the students
participated in the activity with great zeal and enthusiasm. The activity was a great learning
experience for everyone. All the students were apireciated for their commendable efforts, overall,
the activity catered to the aesthetic and cognitive domains of the learners.
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